Inside Heat™
STYLE 127

NEW PRODUCTS 2015

The Inside HeatTM is a bare bones minimum
IWB holster built from black saddle leather.
The precise molded contours provide the
weapon retention. The top is reinforced to
ease re-holstering, and the powder coated
spring clip holds it securely to your belt. It
is only available in black saddle leather.

Invader™
STYLE M65

desantisholster.com

The Invader™ is an extremely comfortable
synthetic IWB, tuckable holster. The body
pad is built from edge bound neoprene,
ballistic nylon and other synthetic materials,
while the formed holster component is
precision thermo-molded from sturdy Kydex®
sheet. The durable C-Clips are made of
glass-reinforced nylon for lasting durability.
This model is easily user adjustable with
included hex wrench. J- Clips are also
available separately.
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Made in the USA

C.H.A.M.P. TM
STYLE 128

The CHAMPTM is a new holster concept from DeSantis
Gunhide®. Moving just one screw will change this model from right to
left hand. The CHAMPTM is very compact, and it has adjustable cant.
The adjustable tension device and trigger guard detent keep your
pistol securely seated. (Optional paddle is available for purchase.)
The CHAMP TM is soon available for the Glock 26, 27, 19, 17, 22,
23, 36, 42, S&W M&P Shield & S&W J Frame 2”. Others will soon
follow.
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Paddle
available
for
purchase

T-Gat TM

STYLE 131

desantisholster.com

The T-Gat™ is a trailing-slot belt scabbard made of premium saddle
leather. Highly detailed molding and a reinforced thumb break,
achieve retention. It also has a molded in sight track. The T-Gat™
can be worn cross draw (10-11 o’clock) or strong side (3-4 o’clock).
It is now available for popular large framed autos.

Incognito™
STYLE M66
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The Incognito™ is available in two sizes. This holster is built from a sturdy 1060D padded
Senior Ballistic Nylon and cleverly hides your small semi automatic handgun in plain sight!
It can be worn both horizontally and vertically and is held closed by a Velcro® fastener.

STYLE 129

The Range Master™ is designed primarily as a range
holster. It is an updated version of a model made
by DeSantis over 40 years ago. It was designed
for police competition using factory “street guns”
without modifications or special sights. The updated
version features an injection molded 2 ¼” slotted belt
hanger at boarder patrol height. It also features an
adjustable tension device for user adjustment.

Made in the USA

Range Master™

NEW PRODUCTS 2015

Range Master™ Kydex ®
STYLE 130

The Range Master™ (Kydex®) is designed primarily
as a range holster. It features our 2 ¼” slotted belt
hanger as well as an adjustable tension device for
user adjustment. The style 130 is now available for
most medium and large frame popular semi autos.
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Made in the USA

The Nylon Safety Star ®
STYLE M64

NEW PRODUCTS 2015

The Nylon Safety Star® is a level II security holster designed
for the armed security or police officer. It is built from rigid
molded ballistic nylon with a core of sturdy polymer. It requires
two distinct movements before being able to draw the weapon,
thus simplifying the training process. The thumb break must
be disabled and the rotating hood must be manually rotated
forward. With a little practice, this can be accomplished in very
rapid fashion and affords the operator a good degree of security
from an adversary. It rides at a height that is comfortable and
very accessible and features our injection molded 2 ¼ “ slotted
belt hanger. The Nylon Safety Star® is available for many
popular duty revolvers and auto loaders.
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Dog Leads, Leashes and Collars
STYLES K07, K08, K09 and K10

DeSantis is proud to offer professional grade dog leads, leashes and collars perfect for K9 training. Our dog leads are
made of the highest quality bridal leather and stitched with bonded nylon cord. The DeSantis K9 products are preferred by
professional K9 trainers, police K9 handlers, guide dog trainers and military dog units.
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